
HOW TO WRITE A LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FOR A COWORKER

APPROACHES

Examples and templates for letters of recommendation, including Here's information on who to approach and how to ask
for a reference, with examples of How to Write a Letter of Recommendation for a Co-Worker or a.

Prospective tenants may need to provide their landlord with a reference letter, testifying to their good financial
status. Including personal information not relevant to the application. How do the qualities match your own, or
speak to the authority you want your recommendation to convey? Professors, teachers, tutors and other school
representatives write these letters. You will also be impressed with her authentic and professional manner. He
has five years of agency experience, and I know he's interested in finding a new home where he can really
showcase his skills and grow with the company. Of course, you don't want to lie in your letter of
recommendation, but you're also not obligated to provide the employer with reasons not to hire your friend.
She showed this passion at university by leading my tutoring group for the whole duration of her studies.
References 9. If you have nothing but positive things to say, however, observing a few guidelines can help you
write the best possible letter of recommendation, and help your co-worker get the job. Write a letter: I would
like to offer my recommendation of Gloria Tillery for the role of supervising manager. I'm confident he would
be a great addition to the team. While the same standards apply â€” recommend only qualified individuals â€”
you can handle this request in several ways: Make an email introduction by writing a note to your contact and
copying your friend: Stan, I'd like to introduce you to my buddy, Ryan, copied here. They leave for a percent
increase in pay, to take on a management role, to learn a new programming language, to diversify industries,
and many other valid reasons. We were all surprised and grateful when he produced the completed project
ahead of schedule. Sample Letter 4 Copied! She is genuinely friendly as well as honest. How to Write a Letter
of Recommendation for a Co-Worker A lukewarm recommendation won't help their cause, nor will any praise
that's less than percent genuine. We can all play our own trumpet, right? There are, essentially, three key
features in a great recommendation letter: There is a strong link between the person writing the letter and the
candidate applying for the role. Your next paragraph should confirm any facts which you know the candidate
will be supplying along with your letter. Ben is directly responsible for increasing client retention by X
percent, and I know for a fact that his reputation and commitment helped the company bring in several large
new clients, of which Wakeup Soda is the most visible example. Spelling mistakes, sloppy writing or typos:
this letter is hugely important to the candidate, and you should take care to make it look professional. Why is
your information valid and valuable? You have a few minutes at most to make a good impression on your
colleague's behalf. Some companies have rules about providing references or even outright forbid it. This is a
lot less formal letter in the sense that you are probably not qualified to talk too much about the skills the
person have since the connection is based on personal knowledge not academic or professional. Writing in an
informal manner: keep the letter business-like. Include your contact details too. If no such protocols for
making personal recommendations exist, take one of these approaches: Ask human resources about the best
way to recommend a friend for a job. I have known John Smith personally for over fifteen years and have
always found him to be an organized and talented individual. This recommendation letter is useful in many
situations, especially when moving from one role to another similar role. I loved his easy-going attitude and
the ability to make us all feel part of the team. Throughout his employment with us, he has consistently
displayed a remarkable ability to cope not only in high stress situations, but to actually thrive in them. The
hallmark of Jane's character is her honesty. The professional letter of recommendation In terms of most job
applicants, the professional letter of recommendation is the most common. She knows how to find a place in a
team environment, and is able to tackle all the challenges that accompany a leadership role.


